Easy, Convenient Healthcare Payments
Streamlined Processing. Increased Payment Compliance. Improved Satisfaction.
Does Your Practice Experience Any Of The Following Billing/Payment Challenges?

- Outstanding patient balances in accounts receivable
- Outdated payment tools
- Lack of patient compliance

Rectangle Health can help you address these challenges with superior tracking, reporting, and systems to effectively manage payments.

We offer a customized, comprehensive payment solution to fit the needs of your healthcare organization, simplifying the billing process and increasing patient payments while minimizing billing hassle.

Rectangle Health is the leading healthcare payment and premium processing company. Whether you are a practice, healthcare organization, or insurance group, we help you to increase payment compliance, streamline processing, and improve overall satisfaction.

Systems That Work

We provide hospitals, physician practices, insurance groups, and billing services with superior tracking, reporting, and systems to effectively manage payments. All with no implementation or integration fees.
How do you know if you are receiving the highest percentage of your patient’s payment?

Have You Experienced:

- **Financial Loss**
- **Legal Liability**
- **Wasted Time**

When you don’t have a trusted payment processor, you risk financial loss, legal liability, and timely settlements.

**Healthcare Billing Statistics**

- $7-$9 = the cost of billing a patient per statement in administrative time, postage, and supplies.

- 30-50% = the percent of patient balances that providers are unable to collect after a visit. This goes up to 90-95% for uninsured patients.

- 3 = the average number of statements sent by a doctor’s office before one is paid.

Don’t be the statistic. With Rectangle’s secure, convenient, and reliable payment processors, you can rest assured knowing you are receiving the highest possible percentage of payments and that your patients are satisfied.
With Rectangle Health, You Will Experience:

01 QUICKER ACCESS TO CASH
02 INCREASED PATIENT PAYMENTS
03 ACCELERATED REVENUE CYCLE
04 REDUCED LIABILITY
05 IMPROVED PATIENT SATISFACTION

Rectangle Health has focused on payment challenges and opportunities in the healthcare field for 25 years. We’re here to make things easier.

We help hospitals, physician practices, clinics, and other healthcare providers:

IMPROVE Self Pay Rates
INCREASE Patient Satisfaction
REDUCE Staff hours spent on inefficient systems
Rectangle Health
Software and Solutions

**Practice Management Bridge®**

- SaaS based solutions that eliminates manual posting
- Incorporated into any health information system
- Saves you and your patients time
- Seamless posting process
- Collects and stores electronic patient signatures
- Held in secure database
- PCI, DSS and HIPAA compliant

**One Integrated System**

- Pay at point of service, kiosk, text to pay, and patient portal
- Information is all integrated into our trusted, secure system
- Leverage across all of your locations

**Rectangle Health offers you benefits that other payment processors simply can’t.**

- Custom Tailored Solutions
- Reduced Costs
- Quicker Access to Cash
- Increased Patient Satisfaction
- Reduced Liability Concerns

We build into existing processes and systems. No implementation or integration fees.

Let Rectangle Health solve your payment processing challenges and give you back the time you need to focus on what matters most.

“**The best install I’ve ever been through.**”

- Director of Revenue Cycle Operations, WCHN